LISA HAVEN:
EMP or CME Imminent?

February 12, 2016 – Lisa Haven posted a YouTube video titled, “EMP or CME Imminent? Government Preps For The Big One: Drills, Emergency Alerts & …”

It warns of increased “Alerts” on the Emergency Broadcasting System. See Video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AB5E1Rhe-U&feature=em-uploademail

The American Resistance Party has put out this additional warning: “North Korea is not building an EMP, they are building a Super EMP!!! Super EMP’s are many times more destructive that a regular EMP. Super EMP’s also have the ability to bypass most of the protection of Faraday Cages and hardened electronics. It is questionable on how much of the military’s hardened equipment would survive a Super EMP attack. We need immediately arrest and remove the illegal alien (BHO) squatting the the white hours, before we will be able eliminate the North Korea/Iranian threats.”

###

If you’d like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Mr. Edward C. Noonan, Founder and National Committee Chairman: American Resistance Party, please call 530-777-3474 or email at: ednoonan7@gmail.com Forward this email to 10 of your friends for a “free gift.” (bcc us for proof of your referral.)

Permission to reprint in whole or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.